NMSU is one of the 13 institutions across 7 states that are part of the Mountain West Clinical and Translational Research-Infrastructure Network (CTR-IN). In order to facilitate collaboration and mentoring across the consortium, the CTR-IN uses the VIVO academic profile system, a web application that allows search and discovery of research and scholarship.

The VIVO system will not supplant Digital Measures at NMSU—it is being used only for the purposes of identifying CTR-IN mentors and collaborators to pursue additional opportunities in clinical and translational sciences.

What is the advantage of VIVO for NMSU? Faculty and researchers who are interested in biomedical research can use it as an institutional collaboration explorer. Current faculty who are registered with NMSU VIVO include Jeffrey Arterburn and Kevin Houston (Chemistry and Biochemistry); Cindy Kratzke, Kristynia M Robinson, and John Scarbrough (Nursing); Dave Dubois (Plant and Environmental Sciences); Immo H. Hansen (Biology); and Joe Song (Computer Science). This web-based application is highly intuitive to use. Those interested in starting a VIVO profile should send an email to hamid@nmsu.edu.

Access NMSU VIVO at https://nmsu.vivo.ctr-in.org